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A comprehensive menu of The Cafe At Merryhatton from East Lothian covering all 18 meals and drinks can
be found here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about The Cafe At Merryhatton:
good caffe we had only sandwiches and pannini, which were both excellent, the accompanying salat was nicely
dressed and the chips that came with the pannini were excellent, better than some restaurants. read more. As a
customer, you can use the WLAN of the restaurant at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit
outside and eat. The rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for customers with wheelchairs or

physical limitations. What User doesn't like about The Cafe At Merryhatton:
eating was very bad, cranberry bacon and cheese panini. uncooked side salat terrible. Ham sandwich in the half
looked awful. käsetoastie was also poor. came with soggy chips. service was very nice and friendly. the garden

center was very good with high quality plants. bill came. to £29 plus better place to eat in the opposite. read
more. The The Cafe At Merryhatton from East Lothian dishes out various tasty seafood meals, there are also

delicious vegetarian dishes in the menu. Besides small snacks and sweet pieces, we also offer cold and hot
drinks and cakes, The meals are usually prepared for you in a short time and fresh.
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Salads
SALAD

Fish dishes
FISH

Starters & Salads
POTATOE CHIPS

Dessert
CREPES

Hot drinks
TEA

Biscuits and Cookies
CHEESECAKE

Coffee
CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE

Ingredients Used
POTATOES

MILK

SALMON

These types of dishes
are being served
ICE CREAM

SALAD

SOPES

TOSTADAS

SOUP

FISH

PANINI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00 -17:00
Tuesday 09:00 -17:00
Wednesday 09:00 -17:00
Thursday 09:00 -17:00
Friday 09:00 -17:00
Saturday 09:00 -17:00
Sunday 09:00 -17:00
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